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17 WAYS BOISE CASCADE
ENGINEERED WOOD PRODUCTS
WILL HELP YOU GROW
THIS YEAR.
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CONSISTENTLY HIGH PRODUCT QUALITY.
Lifetime Guarantee of quality & performance.
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17 WAYS BOISE CASCADE
WILL HELP YOU IMPROVE
YOUR BUSINESS THIS YEAR:

Highest Quality framing products
1. STRONGER PRODUCTS*, BECAUSE NO ONE ASKS FOR WEAK BEAMS.

2.0E 3100fb VERSA-LAM® LVL is 7% stronger than 2.0E PSL, 30% stronger than 1.55 LSL, and
as much as 19% stronger than some 2.0E Laminated Veneer Lumber and equivalent to other
2.0E LVL beams.*

How does Boise Cascade do it? As one of North America’s largest plywood producers, we
peel and dry more veneer than any other EWP manufacturer. Because we have access to
better raw materials, we produce stronger beams. Stronger beams save design time and
provide better value for your customers.

CONSISTENTLY HIGH PRODUCT QUALITY.
Lifetime Guarantee of quality & performance.

2. DEFECT-FREE QUALITY, LAWYER-FREE WARRANTY.
Our team works hard every day to produce high-quality engineered wood products.
Our warranty is simple: “Boise Cascade warrants its BCI® Joist, VERSA-LAM®, and
ALLJOIST® products to comply with our specifications, to be free from defects in material
and workmanship, and to meet or exceed our performance specifications for the normal
and expected life of the structure when correctly stored, installed and used according to
our Installation Guide.” Why are other EWP warranties so hard to understand?
3. WE SWEAT THE DETAILS TO MAKE FRAMERS’ WORK EASIER.
When was the last time you got up close and personal with our products? If you look very
closely, you’ll see that we still smooth the corners on VERSA-LAM® LVL and BCI® Joists.
Easing edges reduces splinters, a common source of lost-time accidents.
We do other small things that most people don’t notice:
• We use wood tone adhesives, because homebuyers don’t like to see framing
smeared with brown goo or grey stains.
• We carefully control the lap joints on VERSA-LAM® LVL. If the laps are too big, nails can
squeak. If the laps are too small, moisture will penetrate. We work hard to be “just right”.

Dependable nationwide distribution
4. BETTER PERFORMANCE IN YOUR YARD AND AT JOB SITES.
Our people take great pains to wrap and care for our products through manufacture,
shipping and delivery. We even add banding to keep the wrap from blowing oﬀ on the
highway. Because each unit is wrapped by hand, our team can be sure
that your Boise Cascade EWP looks as good when delivered as the day it
was manufactured.
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5. WHEN YOU NEED IT, YOU NEED IT.
Boise Cascade engineered wood products are available from the best
building product distributors in North America. Our network of 58 EWP
distribution locations mean we are close to you with the right products and
on-time delivery. Our distributors, whether independent or company
operated, are committed to providing the products and service you need.
6. WE OFFER MORE PRODUCTS, SO YOU HAVE MORE CHOICES.
We’re proud to manufacture a complete line of in-demand products to solve problems for
our dealers and their customers, including products not oﬀered by competitors.
• BCI® Joists, AJS® Joists, VERSA-LAM® LVL and BOISE CASCADE® RIMBOARD work
together as a system. In the unlikely event there is a problem, just give us a call.

• 1¾”, 3½”, 5¼”, and 7” VERSA-LAM® LVL.
Some builders prefer multi-ply beams,
while others want a wider beam.
Everyone likes choices, right?
• Glulam beams in decay resistant species,
because not everyone likes chemical treatments.
7. YOUR TIME IS MONEY.
We know yard space and working
capital are limited resources. That’s
why we ship mixed loads directly from
our mills to your store. One week
from order to shipment for standard products is our goal, which
helps you to lower inventory levels, manage yard space, and reduce
the chance of stock-outs.
Our customer service teams are located at our mills, so your
questions are answered faster. We think it’s better to talk to someone you know at the mill,
rather than wait in a call center queue to talk to someone who talks to someone else.

Proﬁtable tools and guidance
8. RE-INTRODUCTION OF BC CALC® TO INCREASE SPECIFICATION.
We are pleased to re-launch BC CALC®, our single member EWP sizing program.
BCCALC.com runs in an internet browser and performs well on laptops and tablet
computers. While BCCALC.com looks similar to the desktop version, we’ve improved
usability and added new functionality including tall wall design and linked loads.
BC CALC® is also included as part of BC CONNECT®, so that analysis can be shared by
the entire project team.
BC CALC® is already used by thousands of architects and engineers, leading to increased
demand for the products you carry.
9. CONNECT AND SIMPLIFY.
BC CONNECT® is a new suite of tools from Boise Cascade to help you manage your
EWP business. As housing recovers, increasing sales without increasing costs is critical.
BC CONNECT® is designed to help Boise Cascade dealers become even more efficient.
• Resource library and simple sizing tools for common joist and beam applications
• Project tracking, file storage and document management available 24/7 through an
internet connection. With BC CONNECT®, communication between sales, designers
and operations is better than ever.
• Direct connection of BC FRAMER® files to BC CONNECT® reduces time spent
re-keying information.
• Mobile apps that keep your outside team connected to project status.
• More productive sales people with the freedom to work from anywhere.
If you are looking for ways to tune-up your EWP business, ask your Boise Cascade Area
Manager about BC CONNECT®.
10. REDUCE CUTTING WASTE AND MANAGE STOCK LENGTHS BETTER.
BC OPTIMIZER™ consistently outperforms even the best hand calculations in both speed
and waste reduction.
Because BC CONNECT® is configured to track your inventory by length, cutting patterns are
based on your inventory. Over time, our cut optimization program can help you understand
which lengths are most efficient for your location.
11. WE BELIEVE BC FRAMER® IS THE BEST EWP DESIGN AND LAYOUT TOOL.
For most lumber dealers, BC FRAMER® is the best design and layout tool, hands down.
BC FRAMER® tracks loads from the roof to the foundation and allows designers to produce
layouts with confidence. We’ve worked hard over many years to make BC FRAMER® faster
and added features to improve designers’ productivity. If you haven’t seen BC FRAMER® in
a while, ask for a demonstration. We think you will be impressed.

12. ELIMINATE FLOOR PROBLEMS ONCE AND FOR ALL WITH NEW BC FLOORVALUE™.
BC FloorValue™ brings a new standard for evaluating floor performance before the home is
framed, calculating floor performance based on dynamic analysis. When a designer uses
BC FRAMER®, a “Heat Map” is displayed showing deflection across the entire floor. This
helps in identifying potential problems before the home is built. With BC FloorValue™,
designers can rapidly compare framing options based on performance and price.
Because BC FloorValue™ uses a methodology similar to the design of steel and concrete,
engineers have more confidence in the results.
13. PROCESS FOUR TIMES FASTER WITH SAWTEK®.
Our leadership in automated processing of engineered lumber with SawTek® lets you
process up to four times the volume without adding staff, with speeds up to 24,000 lineal
feet a day. These systems are respected in the industry for their reliability and efficient
operating systems. SawTek® systems start around $65,000 and typically pay for themselves
in about 18 months.

Easy to do business with
14. SAFETY IS TOO IMPORTANT TO KEEP TO OURSELVES.
We are inspired by Volvo’s invention of three-point automobile seatbelts. Rather than
using safety as a competitive advantage, Volvo shared their patents with other automobile
manufacturers. They decided seatbelts were just too important to keep for themselves.
When it comes to health and safety issues, we work with others in the industry to develop
common sense solutions. For example, our engineers researched and tested many
different engineered wood fire assemblies and shared some of the approved assemblies
with our competitors at no cost.
15. WE’RE READY TO GROW WITH YOU.
We are committed to the business of engineered wood products and supporting our
customers’ growth. During the recession, we invested, while other manufacturers retreated.
We purchased two more manufacturing plants in 2016 to be able to fill your orders
promptly this year and beyond.
16. SUPERIOR TECHNICAL SUPPORT AND TRAINING.
You’ll receive superior technical support and training from experienced engineers, software
managers and area managers to help get your operation working at peak productivity.
17. OUR BIRTHDAY MARKS 60 YEARS OF
TOTAL COMMITMENT TO YOUR SUCCESS.
Founded in 1957, we are committed to our customers’
success now and into the future. Engineered lumber,
plywood, particleboard and lumber are all we make,
and our people constantly look for ways to say “Yes!”

www.bc.com/ewp
or call 800-232-0788
*Comparison is based on fiber stress in bending values in published US code reports.
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